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Module 2 - Creating A Powerful FRAMEWORK to 
Support the Fruition of Your Highest Self 

~ SUMMARY OF “BIG IDEAS” ~ 
 

1) “Tending Garden” Analogy 
Don’t worry about forcing “clarity of purpose.” Rather imagine it as the flower, and instead 
focus on creating and tending the most beautiful, high quality garden you possibly can - such 
that “flowering” is inevitable. 

Apply this analogy to your life. What physical structures and frameworks would support the 
natural “flowering” of your highest self? 

 

2) Start Living & Breathing As Your Highest Version of Self - Starting 
Today 
Don’t wait until your “some day” to until certain conditions are met…  

… rather skip right ahead to the end result and start FEELING that way, starting today. Step 
into the shoes of your highest self now, rather than waiting for some external conditions to 
give you permission to do so at some point in the future. 

(HINT: That feeling of alignment is all we’re actually seeking at the end of the day anyways - 
much more than the trappings that come along with it) 

 

3) Support Your Highest Version of Self With “Rockstar” Habits 
Start living “rockstar” habits that you already know are representative of your highest version 
of self. 

Close your eyes and imagine a clear picture how you would breath, act and show up in the 
world as your highest self: 

• Food/diet – Do you drink coffee or not? What kind of foods and diet is most 
representative of your unique optimal diet?  

• Exercise – What inspiring level of fitness and health is most representative of your 
highest version of self? 

• Sleep – What time would you wake up? Go to bed? 
• Relationships – How will you show up in your relationships? 
• Posture/Body Language – How erect is your spine throughout the day? How do you 

hold yourself as you move about your day? 
 
Q1: What habits would allow the greatest amount of love to flow through you? Which habits 
would generate the most passion and aliveness and alignment within you? 
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Q2: What in your life right now is 'out of alignment' with your highest self? 
 
>> Your physical actions and habits shape your mental self-image. Your mental self-image 
will “catch up” to your daily habits and actions. 

 

4) Create STRATEGIES Such That Following Your “Highest Self” Habits Is 
INEVITABLE 
Examples: 

• Do you wish to eat a diet of only healthy foods? Stock your fridge and home with 
*only* healthy, nourishing foods available.  

• Wish to run in the mornings 5 days per week? Hire a personal trainer, or find a friend 
who will be knocking on your doorbell at 7am every morning for a daily run. 

You get the idea. Use your creativity to ensure that the outcome you want is inevitable – 
PREPARE for “weaker” moments with strong, well thought-out parameters.  

(We’re only human after all:) 

 

5) Tactic: STACKING Habits 
Rather than the pressure of making a million changes all at once, instead focus on only *one* 
habit (or behaviour change) at a time. Relax all other areas and focus for just 30 days. Once 
the habit has become second nature, move onto the second one. Take a stable, long-term 
approach. 

(Note: I learned these ideas from Eben Pagan – I highly recommend his business programs 
for more details on stacking habits and making the outcome you want inevitable) 

 

6) Create a Powerful & Inspiring Morning Routine 
You will most powerfully serve the world by spending the first 30-90 minutes completely 
dedicated to gifting yourself with massive self-care and optimal nourishment for your mind, 
body and spirit. 

Design an inspiring, clear morning routine unique to you. For example: 

• Drinking fresh water when first wake up 
• Grooming, moisturizing, exercise 
• Meditation/yoga/prayer 
• Journaling 
• Juice/Smoothie/Nutrients 
• First healthy meal 

Just start with baby steps that are totally doable. Practice STACKING HABITS, 30 days per 
new habit. Stack them. Check in on what feels most alive and inspiring for you:) 
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Tip: Do this before checking your email or phone in the morning. By carving out this time just 
for you it will build massive confidence, clarity, boost your frequency, and optimize your 
ability to handle events as you move about your day. 
 

7) Self Care Is The Most Generous Thing You Can Do  
Living as your highest self and practicing massive self-care is NOT selfish, but rather the 
most generous thing you can do. And on the flipside, NOT showing up as your highest self is 
actually the most selfish act, and is a disservice to the world (including the closest people in 
your life). 

As Marianne Williamson put it:  

“Your playing small does not serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about 
shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to 
shine… and as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people 
permission to do the same.” 

 

8) Motivational Factors 
 a. Aréte 

• Was one of the HIGHEST IDEALS of Greek culture 
• "Living at your highest potential - moment to moment to moment" 
• Q: “What would the highest version of my self do in this moment?” 

(For more on this, I encourage you to check out Brian Johnson’s awesome Optimal Living 
website at Entheos.com) 
 
b. Being a ROCKSTAR in the eyes of others (and yourself) 

• Inspires others 
• You have a glow wherever you go 
• Your alignment leads to a magnetic presence 

As Ralph Waldo Emerson put it, "Your actions speak so loudly, I can not hear what you are 
saying." 
 

9) Final Thoughts 
Some final thoughts that have served me massively on my own journey:  

a) Remember Aréte and leading/serving others in your moments of “What’s the point?” 
b) Remember self-care. Go easy on yourself. Do it out of love:) 
c) Slip up and go off track that day? No problem. Simply get back on the train the next 

morning. 
d) I invite you start tending plants in your home – this will really solidify this learning of 

tending your own garden for “flowering” in your own life 

 


